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IntroduCtIon from mICk Cash

The government have changed the way workers can get redress at Employment
Tribunals.  Gone is the free access to justice, now you have to pay.  Gone is the
simple filling of a form. Now you have to jump through bureaucratic hoops even
before you submit a claim against your employer.

This is all designed to prevent workers getting justice and help the employer by
deterring workers from making claims.  

RMT is determined to help our members get access to justice. That is why we will
help pay the fees, and why we have produced this pamphlet, to help our members
through the bureaucratic quagmire created by the government. It explains how we
will undertake supporting members and what steps need to be taken to ensure the
best possible chance of pursuing a claim.

The key message is there are strict timetables and before a claim can go to a
tribunal members must submit to conciliation and have certificate proving that
they have gone through conciliation.

Remember, for all cases that go to a tribunal the time limit is 3 months less one
day from the date of dismissal or the date of the discrimination or non-payment.
It is not from the date of appeal. 

This document is therefore essential reading for everyone at Regional Level and
Branch Level and anyone who will have occasion to advise, help or guide our
members.

Also, remember our Regional Offices are there to help you. Don’t be afraid to
consult them. Our Legal Team are always at the end of a phone to help out our
Regional Officers.

Mick Cash

Acting General Secretary.                                                                                                                                                              
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ConCIlIatIon

If you are DISMISSED, suffer DISCRIMINATION, or feel your employer has either not
paid your WAGES properly, or made an UNLAWFUL DEDUCTION from your wages,
then provided that you meet legal criteria you can get redress via an Employment
Tribunal.

The Tribunal clock starts ticking from the date of the dismissal or date of incident
complained of, NOT from the Appeal date or outcome of grievance, which is often
much latter. 

Below we have a step by step guide what to do if you want to lodge an Employment
Tribunal claim. The first stage in all cases is Conciliation (except interim relief
applications).

How does Conciliation Work?
Before a claim can be made to the Tribunal the member must ask ACAS to help settle
the case by completing an early conciliation request form. This is a standard form and
has to be submitted on line at https://ec.acas.org.uk or by post. In exceptional cases
where member cannot get access to the web site then they may telephone 0300 123
1100. Only the member can apply for this. 

It is best to do this online as a member will have a record of the date the case was
registered. This is an important date because it stops the limitation 3 month less day
time limit running by up to 1 calendar month.

This is the first stage of the conciliation procedure and is designed to be simple.  The
member gives details of names and contacts of employer, what job the member did,
the dates of employment and the dates of the  problem or problems complained about
and whether they are aware of anyone else with similar problems. There is no facility
to nominate the Union at this stage. Neither is there space to enter details about the
member’s case.

The next stage is a conciliation officer from ACAS will telephone the member within
48 hours.  At this second stage the member must decide if they wish to have the union
represent them. If they do then the Member must notify the officer from ACAS that
they wish the Union to represent them, otherwise they will have to represent
themselves. 

No one from the Union is authorised to represent members at this stage unless they
have been approved by the General Secretary. We have specified Officers who been
trained to do conciliation on behalf of the Union. Contact details will be available from
the unions legal department.

ACAS will then liaise by email or phone with the nominated Officer and the employers’
representative. The aim is to try and settle the case without it going to an Employment
Tribunal. ACAS will have one month to attempt a settlement which can be extended
by 2 weeks if the ACAS Officer is satisfied that a settlement can be reached in the
further two weeks.
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If settlement can’t be reached then the ACAS officer will issue a certificate to that
effect. A copy of a specimen certificate is attached. This date is important as the
limitation clock starts up again. So if the certificate was issued in 14 days the limitation
will be extended by 14 days; if it was 28 days then extended by 28 days. 

An Employment Tribunal will reject a claim if 

• it is out of time;

• it is on the wrong form;

• insufficient details have been given;

• there is no remission form or fee with the form;

• The form is not accompanied with a certificate from ACAS stating
conciliation failed.

steP BY steP GuIde to dIsmIssal Cases

Step 1:  member dismissed by employer. Member needs to decide if they wish to take
their case to employment tribunal.  If they do then the member or their representative
should immediately contact the Regional Office not Head Office. The limitation clock
starts ticking from the date of the dismissal. 

Step 2: the member immediately lodges the appeal to the employer.

Step 3: the member must complete the unions L2 form to make the request for legal
advice and assistance to the union. This must be done as soon as possible after the
dismissal decision, don't wait for the appeal.

At this stage the member must complete the remission form to claim a rebate or
reduction of the Tribunal fee.( Note that for Unfair Dismissals the fee is £250.00 and
£950 for a hearing); the Employment Tribunal claim form ET1. These forms are available
from Regional Offices or Union Web site: www.rmt.org.uk 

All the completed forms must then be sent by the member or with assistance from
Branch or representative if involved with all papers to RMT Regional Office. The
responsibility for seeing this happens must always remain with the member.

Remember that if an ET1 is submitted on your behalf the Union will pay any fees if the
Union is to take up representation on your behalf; if not you will be responsible for any
costs. 

Step 4: RMT Regional Office checks forms and ensures all documents with the L2
and annexed documents regarding repayment of fees if recovered and successful;
gets L2 signed by Regional Officer and sends to Head Office Legal Department.

Step 5: Legal Dept. acknowledges the papers and allocates the case to legal team
for case assessment.
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Step 6: Case assessed and member interviewed by phone or face to face; whatever
is practicable. Member advised of prospects.

At this stage if the General Secretary agrees no reasonable prospect member, Branch
and Regional Officer will be advised by being sent a copy of the letter to the member
and the advice. Only the Branch can appeal the decision of the General Secretary to
decline representation by appeal to the Council of Executives at one of their Statutory
or Special Meetings. If the Branch is to appeal then they should not delay as until the
Council of Executives have considered the appeal the Union will not provide legal
assistance and representation. Remember that the Council have set meeting dates. If
the Council of Executives uphold the General Secretaries decision then the ultimate
appeal for refusal of representation is to the Unions AGM in June each year. Again
Branches must remember that representation will not be provided until the appeal has
been considered. 

Step 7:  Conciliation process: Legal Team advise member to call ACAS and register
case for conciliation on line at: https://ec.acas.org.uk or by telephone 0300 123 1100.
Legal Team advise member of the name of the person who will be negotiating on their
behalf, from either Legal Team; Union conciliation Officer or Union's solicitors. 

Step 8: If member appoints the Union for conciliation then the Head office Legal team
only will contact the Union appointed conciliation officer/solicitors with brief and case
details.

No instructions to act can be given by Regional Officers to the Union Conciliation
officer unless expressly agreed by General Secretary.

Step 9: if case is concluded by conciliation via ACAS then it is formalised by a
Settlement agreement called a COT3 and no further action is required.

If conciliation is unsuccessful ACAS will issue a certificate which allows the claim (ET1
and remission form) to be submitted to Employment Tribunal. The date of the certificate
is important because the limitation clock starts to run and the member has a specified
time to lodge their ET1 form and fee/remission form at tribunal by one month or
whatever period the clock was stopped by if less than a month. A specimen copy of
the certificate is attached.

Step 10: Legal team/solicitors prepares case for Tribunal  if legal team and Union
agree there remains reasonable prospects of success and submits ET1; Remission
form or fee and Certificate from ACAS to Employment Tribunal.

Step 11: Case proceeds to Tribunal Hearing. Union will pay the £950 hearing fee. 
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steP BY steP GuIde to dIsCrImInatIon Cases

If member feels that they have been discriminated against for a protected
characteristic: race, sex, disability, trade union activity, age, sexual orientation then
the time limit is 3 months less a day from the act complained about. Discrimination
complaints can create difficulties as there may often be a number of complaints on
different dates. Sometimes it may be possible to argue that these all form part of a
continuing act, but the arguments are difficult. So if a member can get their claim in
before the 3 months less a day of the act. If you find that member has put up with the
treatment for years before seeking legal help or the assistance of the Union and wants
legal help then the following steps should be taken without delay.

Step 1: If member wants to pursue matter legally then they must contact Regional
office immediately. A Grievance or complaint must be entered on member’s behalf.
Lodge Grievance

Note that there is a 3 month less 1 day time limit which runs from the date of the act
of discrimination. If outside the time limit the Tribunal may declare case out of time
(unless it can be argued the complaint is continuing) and won’t hear it.

Step 2: the member must complete the unions L2 form to make the request for legal
advice and assistance to the union. This must be done as soon as possible after the
discriminatory act, don't wait for the outcome of the grievance.

At this stage the member must complete the remission form to claim a rebate or
reduction of the Tribunal fee.( Note that for all Discrimination cases the fee is £250.00
and £950 for a hearing); the Employment Tribunal claim form ET1. These forms are
available from Regional Offices or Union Web site:  www.rmt.org.uk  

All the completed forms must then be sent by the member or with assistance from
Branch or representative if involved with all papers to RMT Regional Office. The
responsibility for seeing this happens must always remain with the member.

Remember that if an ET1 is submitted on your behalf the Union will pay any fees if the
Union is to take up representation on your behalf; if not you will be responsible for any
costs. 

Step 3: RMT Regional Office checks forms and ensures all documents with the L2
and annexed documents regarding repayment of fees if recovered and successful;
gets L2 signed by Regional Officer and sends to Head Office Legal Department.

Step 4: Legal Dept. acknowledges the papers and allocates the case to legal team
for case assessment.

Step 5: Case assessed and member interviewed by phone or face to face whatever
is practicable. Member advised of prospects.

At this stage if the General Secretary agrees no reasonable prospect member, Branch
and Regional Officer will be advised by being sent a copy of the letter to the member
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and the advice. Only the Branch can appeal the decision of the General Secretary to
decline representation by appeal to the Council of Executives at one of their Statutory
or Special Meetings. If the Branch is to appeal then they should not delay as until the
Council of Executives have considered the appeal the Union will not provide legal
assistance and representation. Remember that the Council have set meeting dates. If
the Council of Executives uphold the General Secretaries decision then the ultimate
appeal for refusal of representation is to the Unions AGM in June each year. Again
Branches must remember that representation will not be provided until the appeal has
been considered. 

Step 6: Conciliation process: Legal Team advise member to call ACAS and register
case for conciliation on line at:  https://ec.acas.org.uk or by telephone 0300 123 1100.
Legal Team advise member of the name of the person who will be negotiating on their
behalf, from either Legal Team; Union conciliation Officer or Union's solicitors. 

Step 7: If member appoints the Union for conciliation then the Head office Legal team
only will contact the Union appointed conciliation officer/solicitors with brief and case
details.

No instructions to act can be given by Regional Officers to the Union Conciliation
officer unless expressly agreed by General Secretary.

Step 8: If case is concluded by conciliation via ACAS then it is formalised by a
Settlement agreement called a COT3 and no further action is required.

If conciliation is unsuccessful ACAS will issue a certificate which allows the claim (ET1
and remission form) to be submitted to Employment Tribunal. The date of the certificate
is important because the limitation clock starts to run and the member has a specified
time to lodge their ET1 form and fee/remission form at tribunal by one month or
whatever period the clock was stopped by if less than a month. A specimen copy of
the certificate is attached.

Step 9: Legal team/solicitors prepares case for Tribunal  if legal team and Union agree
there remains reasonable prospects of success and submits ET1; Remission form or
fee and Certificate from ACAS to Employment Tribunal. 

Step 10: Case proceeds to Tribunal Hearing. Union will pay the £950 hearing fee.

steP BY steP GuIde to unlaWful deduCtIon of

WaGes/non PaYment of WaGes

If member feels that they have had a non-payment of wages or an unlawful deduction
from their wages then the time limit for seeking redress in an Employment Tribunal is
3 months less a day from the act complained about That means the date that payment
was not made. Non-payment cases can create difficulties especially if the non payment
has gone on for years or longer than 3 months there may often been a number of non-
payments on different dates. Sometimes it may be possible to argue that these all
form part of a continuing act, but the arguments are difficult. So member should get
their claim in before the 3 months less a day of the non-payment. If member requires
legal help then the following steps should be taken without delay.
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Step 1: Submit Grievance and complete L2. Note there is a 3 month less one day time
limit in these case too which runs from the date of the deduction/ non-payment. 

Step 2: The member must complete the union’s L2 form to make the request for legal
advice and assistance to the union. This must be done as soon as possible after the
non-payment /deduction , don't wait for the outcome of the grievance.

At this stage the member must complete the remission form to claim a rebate or
reduction of the Tribunal fee. (Note that for all Discrimination cases the fee is £160.00
and £230 for a hearing); the Employment Tribunal claim form ET1. These forms are
available from Regional Offices or Union Web site:  WWW.RMT.ORG.UK  

All the completed forms must then be sent by the member or with assistance from
Branch, or representative, if involved with all papers to RMT Regional Office. The
responsibility for seeing this happens must always remain with the member.

Remember that if an ET1 is submitted on your behalf the Union will pay any fees if the
Union is to take up representation on your behalf; if not you will be responsible for any
costs. 

Step 3: RMT Regional Office checks forms and ensures all documents including wage
slips and contracts of employment with the L2 and annexed documents regarding
repayment of fees if recovered and successful; gets L2 signed by Regional Officer and
sends to Head Office Legal Department.

Step 4: Legal Dept. acknowledges the papers and allocates the case to legal team
for case assessment.

Step 5: Case assessed and member interviewed by phone or face to face whatever
is practicable. Member advised of prospects.

At this stage if the General Secretary agrees no reasonable prospect member Branch
and Regional Officer will be advised by being sent a copy of the letter to the member
and the advice. Only the Branch can appeal the decision of the General Secretary to
decline representation by appeal to the Council of Executives at one of their Statutory
or Special Meetings. If the Branch is to appeal then they should not delay as until the
Council of Executives have considered the appeal the Union will not provide legal
assistance and representation. Remember that the Council have set meeting dates. If
the Council of Executives uphold the General Secretaries decision then the ultimate
appeal for refusal of representation is to the Unions AGM in June each year. Again
Branches must remember that representation will not be provided until the appeal has
been considered. 

Step 6: Conciliation process: Legal Team advise member to call ACAS and register
case for conciliation on line at:  https://ec.acas.org.uk or by telephone 0300 123 1100.
Legal Team advise member of the name of the person who will be negotiating on their
behalf, from either Legal Team; Union conciliation Officer or Union's solicitors. 
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Step 7: If member appoints the Union for conciliation then the Head office Legal team
only will contact the Union appointed conciliation officer/solicitors with brief and case
details.

No instructions to act can be given by Regional Officers to the Union Conciliation
officer unless expressly agreed by General Secretary.

Step 8: If case is concluded by conciliation via ACAS then it is formalised by a
Settlement agreement called a COT3 and no further action is required.

If conciliation is unsuccessful ACAS will issue a certificate which allows the claim (ET1
and remission form) to be submitted to Employment Tribunal. The date of the certificate
is important because the limitation clock starts to run and the member has a specified
time to lodge their ET1 form and fee/remission form at tribunal by one month or
whatever period the clock was stopped by if less than a month. 

If a certificate is sent by post the member will be treated as having received it on the
second working day after it was sent. A working day does not include Sundays or
Public Holidays. 

The Conciliation period starts on the day after the member contacted ACAS and ends
on the day the member receives the early conciliation certificate. 

The Conciliation period could be as long as one calendar month plus 14 days from
the day after the day on which the member contacted ACAS or as short as one day.
A specimen copy of the certificate is attached.

Step 9: Legal team/solicitors prepares case for Tribunal  if legal team and Union agree
there remains reasonable prospects of success and submits ET1; Remission form or
fee and Certificate from ACAS to Employment Tribunal Requests from parties for
documents and requests to the tribunal for orders if the parties don’t exchange
voluntarily

Step 10: Case proceeds to Tribunal Hearing. Union will pay the £230.00 hearing fee. 
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anneX 1: CoPY aCas CertIfICate

EARLY CONCILIATION CERTIFICATE 
- Employment Tribunals Act 1996 s18A 

Acas EC Reference Number XXXXXXX/XX/XX 

Prospective Claimant 
NAME  
ADDRESS 

Prospective Respondent  
NAME 
ADDRESS 
 
 
Date of receipt by Acas of the EC notification DATE 

Date of issue by Acas of this Certificate DATE 

Method of issue – Email 

This Certificate is to confirm that the prospective claimant has complied with the requirement under ETA 1996 s18A to contact Acas before instituting proceedings in the Employment Tribunal. 

Please keep this Certificate securely as you will need to quote the reference number in any Employment Tribunal application concerning this matter. 

Sheila Bowen 

Sheila Bowen 
Conciliator 
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anneX 2: Current GuIdelInes for makInG an aPPlICatIon
for remIssIon
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anneX 2: Current GuIdelInes for makInG an aPPlICatIon for remIssIon CONTINUED...
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anneX 3: samPle aPPlICatIon for a fee remIssIon form
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anneX 4: trIBunal ProCess

Generally the tribunal process falls into 5 stages:

1. The early conciliation period;

2. The member’s formal claim  (ET1 and remission and certificate of conciliation) 
and the employers response (ET3);

3. Requests from parties for documents and requests to the tribunal for orders if 
the parties don’t exchange voluntarily;

4. Preparation by each side of all the documents that will be required for the 
hearing: such as witness statements, an agreed bundle of all the documents 
relevant to the case; any lists of issues and chronologies;

5. The Hearing.
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notes
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